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 Welcome to PC Gamer. At PC Gamer we're dedicated to games, and their cultures and communities, but we also have a host of other cool stuff, so join us for news, previews, reviews, features, competitions, and more.Q: Assigning a variable to an Enum Key Is it possible to assign a variable to a Key in an enum? In my scenario, I want to be able to call an enum's key and assign it to a variable.
//Represents a room enum Room { myroom1, myroom2, myroom3, myroom4, myroom5 } //Represents a client that can be in a room enum Client { room1Client, room2Client, room3Client, room4Client, room5Client When I have a large enough enum, I want to be able to call the enum's key and assign it to a variable. for example, here I want to get the key from the client enum and assign it to the
Room enum Room.myroom4Client; A: No, it's not possible. An enum is essentially a struct with all of its members stored as constants. It has no concept of being able to retrieve a value by key. Enums are a useful way to allow for the sharing of a single enumeration across multiple classes, but you can't access their values by key. You can't use this. The reason is that it's not possible to use the this

keyword when declaring an enum. Because it's a keyword reserved for use by the compiler, it cannot be used by the user in order to tell the compiler what you want it to do. You can only use the enum keyword to declare an enum value. In C# 4.0, you can use the dynamic keyword to use a key which isn't known at compile time. This is a way to get the value of the enum, but using the keyword this is
not. public enum MyEnum : int { Key1 = 1, Key2 = 2, Key3 = 3, Key4 = 82157476af
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